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Had you heard about forest bathing and/or forest mindfulness before participating in this Congress?

Do you make a difference between forest bathing and forest mindfulness?

Have you already participated in forest bathing activities?

Have you already participated in forest forest mindfulness activities?

Have you already carried out forest bathing activities?

Have you already carried out forest mindfulness activities?

Do you think that in a forest bathing offer, the guide should also expose knowledge about the forest wherein the tour takes place?

Do you think that in a forest mindfulness  offer, the guide should also expose knowledge about the forest wherein the tour takes place?

Do you think that forest management activities could be compatible with forest bathing activities?

Do you think that forest management activities could be compatible with forest mindfulness activities?

Have you already completed a subject-related training course in forest bathing?

Have you already completed a subject-related training course in forest mindfulness?

Have you already designed or participated in the conceptual development of a forest bathing trail?

Have you already designed or participated in the conceptual development of a forest mindfulness trail?

Do forest bathing and/or forest mindfulness take an important role in your country (in the context of forest pedagogy)?

Do you think that forest bathing will play a stronger role in the “Post-COVID” period?

Forest bathing activities are part of your offer?

Forest mindfulness activities are part of your offer?

Topic related poll by moderation  - Result -
15 European Forestpedagogics Congress - Luxembourg

YES NO NO ANSWER
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Shinrin Yoku

Health

Wellness in the forest

Mindfulness in forest

Discovering nature with all senses

Easy walk in the forest

No Answer

Topic related poll by moderation - Result
15th European Forestpedagogics Congress - Luxembourg

What interests you most about the topic of forest bathing? What interests you most about the topic of forest mindfulness?
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Playful

Informative

Inquistive

Meditative

Creative

No answer

Topic related poll by moderation - Result
15th European Forestpedagogics Congress - Luxembourg

In your opinion, the forest bathing activities should be preferentially designed to be: In your opinion, the forest mindfulness activities should be preferentially designed to be:
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Most likely

Hardly likely

Not likely

No answer

Topic related poll by moderation - Result
15th European Forestpedagogics Congress - Luxembourg

How likely is it for you that in the future you will continue with activities around the subject of forest bathing? How likely is it for you that in the future you will continue with activities around the subject of forest mindfulness?
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Yes - Age Group 0 -20

Yes - Age Group 20 -40

Yes - Age Group 40 -60

Yes - Age Group 60 -80

Yes - Age Group 80 -100

No

No answer

Do you think that forest mindfulness will play a stronger role in the “Post-COVID” period?


